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Adnams Innovation 
iPA / southwold, suffolk 
First brewed in 2007 as a celebration of their 
new state of the art brewhouse; this iPA 
blends traditional english hops with exciting 
American varieties.

Adnams Tally-Ho 
old Ale / southwold, suffolk 
Brewed with Pale Ale, Crystal and Brown 
malts. tally Ho is dark Mahogany red in colour 
with a rich, fruity aroma and a heart warming 
sweet raisin and biscuit palate. An old Ale, 
traditionally for Christmas, brewed at Adnams 
since 1880.

Adnams Broadside 
strong Ale / southwold, suffolk 
First brewed in 1972 for the bicentenary of 
the Battle of sole Bay. Rich, mellow, malty 
sweetness is cut by the tangerine fruitiness of 
First Gold hops. delicious with blue cheese or 
a book at bedtime.

Fullers Vintage Ale 2017 & 2018
(older vintages available; please ask for pricing) 
strong Ale / Chiswick, london 
Brewed annually to celebrate that year’s 
finest malts and hops, we’re now into the 
21st release. look out for the beautiful 
presentation box.

eNGlANd
33cl
6.7%

£4.50

33cl
7.2%

£4.50

50cl
6.3%

£4.75

50cl
8.5%

£12 (2018)
£15 (2017)

Lagunitas  IPA 
iPA / Petaluma, CA 
A balanced and easy-drinking Californian-
brewed iPA, big on aroma with a hoppy-sweet 
finish.

Sierra Nevada Pale Ale 
APA / Chico, CA 
A cult beer in Northern California, and a world 
classic pale ale. superb brewing skills and 
unsparing use of exotic hops from the Pacific 
North-West give enough pungency and juiciness 
to delight the mature hop-head.

Sierra Nevada Torpedo IPA 
iPA / Chico, CA 
sierra Nevada pushed the boundaries of dry 
hopping by inventing a device they christened 
the ‘torpedo’. Filled with the freshest leaf hops, 
beer is circulated through for seven days resulting 
in an intensely aromatic West Coast classic.

Anchor Brewing Company Liberty Ale 
APA / san Francisco, CA 
Fritz Maytag is the ‘grandfather’ of the Us craft-
brewing movement and bought Anchor whilst 
a student at stanford in the late 1960s, and has 
created wonderful beers for the last 40 years. 
Liberty Ale, first brewed in 1974, should be in 
every beer lover’s fridge.

Anchor Brewing Company Go West  
iPA / san Francisco, CA 
Extra firm, unyielding long clean bitterness is the 
hallmark of this new IPA from Anchor. The first one 
will make you thirsty..

Stone Brewing IPA 
iPA / escondido, CA 
A classic san diego inspired iPA, with a ton 
of American & Antipodean dry hop from the 
creators of Arrogant Bastard.

Stone Brewing White Ghost 
Berlinerweisse / escondido, CA 
Kettle soured, achieving a gentle lactic sourness 
on the palate. Clean and refreshing, this is 
brewed in Berlin at their new facility. 

Brooklyn Lager 
Vienna lager / Brooklyn, NYC 
Garrett oliver is the cultured and friendly 
brewmaster at work here; creating a ‘new wave’ 
aromatic spicy & well hopped food friendly beer. 
Perfect with any tomato based sauce.

Brooklyn Black Chocolate Stout 
imperial stout / Brooklyn, NYC 
An award winning rendition of an imperial stout. 
each batch requires three mashes, with a blend 
of specially roasted malts resulting in a luscious 
deep dark chocolate flavour. Perfect with fruit 
desserts or chocolate. 

Brooklyn Local No. 2  
Belgian Pale / Brooklyn, NYC 
A tawny, spicy medium bodied beauty. New 
York state honey provides a long sweet spot 
on the mid palate and contrasts with the 
lightly toasted malts. Finishes with a fennel and 
liquorice herbiness. european malts & dark brown 
Muscovada sugars add to the complexity of this 
creation.

UsA
35.5cl

6.2%
£4.25

35.5cl
5.6%

£3.95

35.5cl
7.2%
£xxx

35.5cl
5.9%

£3.95

35.5cl
6.7%

£4.50

33cl
6.9%

£4.50

33cl
4.7%

£4.00

33cl
10%

£5.95

33cl
5.2%

£3.75

75cl
9.0%

£15.25

Snake Dog IPA 
iPA / Flying dog, Maryland 
More cunning than a snake in the bush...
snake dog iPA is powered with speciality 
hops from the Pacific North-West. This is 
brewery’s ‘hop-monster’ and the citrus fruit 
aroma will hypnotize the senses of even the 
most hardcore craft beer drinker.

Snake Dog Gonzo Porter
imperial Porter / Flying dog, 
Maryland 
Made by legendary and abstract Flying dog 
brewery, this Gonzo imperial porter is deep 
and turbo-charged. Mysteriously dark with a 
rich and malty body, intense roasted flavours 
and surprising unique hop kick. With Gonzo 
weighing in at 8.7%, it will bite you without the 
proper respect it deserves.

Alaskan Brewing Company  
Smoked Porter
Rauchbier / Juneau, Alaska 
the dark, robust body and pronounced 
smoky flavour of this limited edition beer 
make it an adventuresome taste experience. 
Alaskan smoked Porter is produced in limited 
“vintages” each year - we have the 2012 
which is particularly earthy and restrained in 
terms of its smokiness, but would be delicious 
with oysters in particular.

35.5cl
7.1%

£4.25

35.5cl
8.7%

£4.95

65cl
6.5%
£15
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BelGiUM : soUR & sPoNtANeoUs (subject to availability)

rosé De Gambrinus  
Raspberry Fruit lambic / Brussels
Fresh raspberries are added to an intensely 
sour beer to give the pink champagne of the 
beer world. the lewd label fell foul of the Us 
authorities and had to be purified for import.

Gueuze 
Blend of young & aged lambics / Brussels
Aromas of horse blanket and horse piss are  
the tell-tale signs of wild yeast known as 
Brettanomyces in this intensely sour,  
characterful museum-piece.

Kriek 
lambic aged with cherries / Brussels  
200g per litre of organic sour cherries from turkey 
are added to a twenty month old lambic to 
give a beer with a slightly acidic taste of red fruit 
complemented with subtle almond flavours.

St Lamvinus 
lambic aged with Merlot grapes / Brussels
eight weeks of steeping Merlot grapes into the 
house lambic blend, followed by 18 months of 
maturation.

Vigneronne 
lambic aged with Muscat grapes / Brussels
late harvested italian white Muscat grapes 
steeped for 16-18months and refermented in 
bottle. 

Grand Cru Bruocsella 2011 
Unblended lambic / Brussels
single vintage, unblended lambic. described 
by the master brewer as an “aristocratic beer…
to our national beer patrimony what Mouton-
Rotschild, Petrus or Romanée-Conti are to the 
wines”

Cuvée Saint-Gilloise 
dry hopped lambic / Brussels
dry hopped lambic with fresh Hallertau hops.

Iris 
dry hopped / Brussels
due to the omission of the mandatory 35% 
malted wheat, this cannot be called a lambic. 
However it still undergoes a spontaneous 
fermentation, followed by aging and dry 
hopping with fresh hops two weeks prior to 
bottling.

Drie Fonteinen Oude Gueze 
Blend of young & aged lambics / Beersel
A true Geuze – a blend of 1, 2, and 3 year-old 
lambic, unfiltered and unpasteurized, and aged 
in the bottle for at least a year after blending. 
Refermentation in the bottle gives this Geuze its 
famous champagne-like spritziness. 

Drie Fonteinen Cuvée Armand 2017 
Vintage Gueze / Beersel

Drie Fonteinen Oude Kriek 
Kriek / Beersel

Boon Oude Gueze Black Label 
Gueze / lembeek
Gold Medal winner, Nashville, 2018. 

size 37.5/75cl 
ABV 5.0%

Price £7.75

37.5/75cl
5.0%

£7.75

33cl
6.0%

£7.75

75cl
5.0%

£22.50

75cl
6.0%

£22.50

75cl
5.0%

£17.50

75cl 
5.5%

£22.50

75cl
6.5%

£22.50

37.5cl
6.0%

£7.75

75cl 
8.0%

£24.50

75cl
4.5%

£28.00

75cl 
6.4%

£16.50

Boon Oude Gueze à l’Ancienne 
Gueze / lembeek
A blend of aged beers in the house style, 
assembled with the same technique, care and 
precision as the classic Champagne houses.

Duchesse De Bourgogne 
sour red ale / Verhaeghe
A traditional ‘sour Brown Ale’ aged in wood, 
imparting a distinctively lactic sourness, giving 
hauntingly Pinot Noir-like aromas and flavours. 
A fine accompaniment to jugged hare or 
venison liver.

Liefmans Cuvée-Brut 
sweet cherry fruit beer / oudenaard 
A great  peritif and equally a good dessert 
or pudding beer with plenty of residual 
sweetness. Morello and sour schaerbeek 
cherries are added to a sour brown ale 
producing a delightfully sweet and sour beer.

rodenbach Grand Cru 
sour red ale / Roeselare
inspired by the london Porter brewers, the 
founding family of Rodenbach created a 
cathedral, housing oak tuns in which this 
speciality beer matures. An earthy iron like 
minerality on the palate is leavened by a 
fruity, juicy lactic acidity.

Vergaeghe echt Kriekenbier 
Kriek / Verhaeghe
the same beer as duchesse de Bourgogne  
but aged with sour cherries. 

Saison DuPont 
saison / tourpes
the quintessential and iconic saison from 
brewmaster olivier dedeycker, the fourth 
generation of his family to head this brewery 
near tournais. distinct spiciness and caramel 
flavours show through, with a balanced malt 
background and spiky hop character. 

Dupont Moinette 
Blonde Blonde Ale / Antwerp
Coppery blonde with fine hop aromas from 
the east Kent and styrian Goldings, combined 
with a complex & spicy yeast profile

Vedett extra Blonde 
Pilsner / Antwerp
A blond, light, well hopped premium beer is 
the cult duvel Moortgat beer today: following 
its birth in 1945, it quickly acquired fame and 
recognition within an intimate circle of insiders 
in the Antwerp-Brussels region.

Vedett extra Blanche 
Belgian Wit / Antwerp
A perfect example of a Belgian wit beer, with 
hints of melon, lemon, and a floral waxiness 
making this a great summer beer.

Duvel 
Blonde Ale / Antwerp
Pale gold with a dense rocky head, with lots 
of mouth tingling carbonation from a well-
judged maturation in bottle. late additions 
of Saaz hops give a floral & citric blast on the 
nose. A beautifully balanced beer with lots of 
complexity.

37.5cl
7.0%

£7.75

33cl
6.0%

£4.45

37.5cl 
6.0%

£5.45

33cl
6.0%

£4.25

25cl
6.2%

£3.95

37.5cl
6.5%

£4.95

33cl
8.5%

£4.45

33cl
5.2%

£3.95

33cl
4.7%

£3.95

33cl
8.5%

£4.45

Orval
Pale Ale / Notre dame d’orval, orval 
Pale, with a distinctive bronze appearance. 
Well-hopped with a firm, drying bitterness and 
the hallmark tang of Brettanomyces if left to 
age enough. A great palate cleanser.

rochefort 8 
dubbel / Notre dame de st Remy, 
Namur
A superb introduction for those wishing 
to explore the darker Belgian beers. 
Characteristic Belgian yeast with a bready, 
fruity rum-like taste. 

rochefort 10 
Quadrupel / Notre dame de st Remy, 
Namur
strong, dark, profound trappist with aromas of 
vanilla and dark chocolate and rich, lingering 
chocolate malt flavours.

St Bernardus Tripel  
tripel / Watou, Flanders 
A complex tripel, exhibiting the classic 
flavours of the style – cloves, bananas, estery 
apples and pears, replete with a diaphanous 
carbonation make this beer highly refreshing. 

St Bernardus Wit 
Wit / Watou, Flanders  
A traditional Belgian white beer, this thirst-
quenching ale has a whitish-yellow, quite hazy 
appearance as expected. in aroma, it has a 
wheaty, apple-like, tartness mixed with spicy 
coriander herbiness and honeyed sweetness. 

St Bernardus ABT 12 
Abbey style Quadrupel / Watou, 
Flanders
they used to brew beers for the Westvleteren 
Monastery until 1993. A fabulously rich Paean 
to malt...and yeast. ebony black, coconut 
brandy— lusciously magnificent. 

Westmalle Dubbel 
dubbel / Notre dame de sacre Coeur, 
Antwerp 
the dark and brooding brother of its 
companion below, this beer is a fiery, almost 
violet red. Dark and overripe fruits flood the 
tongue, whilst caramel malts are perfectly in 
harmony with just a touch of sour freshness. 

Westmalle Tripel 
tripel / Notre dame de sacre Coeur, 
Antwerp 
From its rich tawny hue to the fine carbonation 
lacing its chalice goblet, this highly aromatic 
and rich pale ale commands reverence. 
Vanilla and ripe pear fruitiness is underscored 
by a drying leafy bitterness. Complex and 
superb.

Duvel Triple Hop: Citra 
dry hopped blonde ale / Antwerp
A limited edition brew from the Moortgat brewery 
– dry hopped this year with Citra.

De ranke XX 
Blonde / dottignies
A Belgian interpretation of a British special bitter, 
with a powerful driven hop bitterness from a 
combination of Brewers Gold and Hallertau 
Mittelfruh leading to a clean dry earthy finish.

De La Senne Taras Boulba 
Blonde / Brussels
“if i have one beer style that is my favourite ever,” 
head brewer Yvan de Baets says, “it’s a good 
english bitter properly served from the cask. taras 
could be seen as a Belgian version of that.” 

Deus 
strong Belgian Pale Ale / Bosteels
sporting a dom Pérignon look-alike bottle and 
matured in caves in Champagne, deus is not 
short of ambition. A profound and complex beer 
that blurs the boundary.

33cl
9.5%

£4.95

33cl
6.0%

£5.25

33cl
4.5%

£4.00

75cl
11.5%

£22.50

tRAPPist & ABBeY
33cl
6.2%

£4.25

33cl
9.2%

£5.25

33cl
11.3%
£5.25

33cl
7.5%

£4.25

33cl
5.5%

£4.75

33cl
10.5%
£4.75

33cl
7.0%

£4.75

 

33cl
9.5%

£4.75

Früh  
Kolsch / Cologne, Germany 
The definitive Kolsch – a subtle hybrid of ale fruitiness 
and round clean lager sophistication. Pale gold 
in colour with a good lasting head and persistent 
effervescence, the hoppy, dry finish is intensely 
appetising with a touch of mineral dryness and 
noble hop aromas. 

Schneider Original 
dark Bavarian Hefeweisse / Kelheim, Bavaria 
the “Rolls-Royce” of German wheat beers. Aromas 
of bananas and cloves and fabulous effervescence 
make this the ultimate picnic beer. Prost!

Schneider Aventinus  
dark Bavarian Weiss doppelbock /  
Kelheim, Bavaria 
deep and complex—for big and relaxing moments 
by the fire. The ideal companion for hearty roast 
meat, venison and also fruity chocolate desserts. 
oldest wheat doppelbock of Bavaria (1907).

rauchbier  
smoked Marzen Rauchbeer /  
Bamberg, Bavaria 
Beech wood from the Franconian forests is used to 
cure some of the malt in this full-flavoured smoked 
lager.

Samichlaus 
doppelbock / eggenburg, Austria 
Brewed annually on st Nicholas day (6th 
december); a ten month lagering gives great 
roundness and length of flavour. Think raisins and 
Christmas pudding soaked in brandy.

Budweiser Budvar 
Pilsner / Pilsen, Czech Republic 
A ninety day lagering period confers a special 
roundness and complexity on this classic. Whole 
native Saaz hops deliver fine noble hop aromas and 
a smooth bitterness.

50cl
4.8%

£4.50

50cl
5.4%

£4.50

50cl
8.2%

£5.45

50cl
5.1%

£4.25

33cl
14%

£5.50

33cl
5.0%

£3.45

GeRMANY, AUstRiA 
& CZeCH RePUBliC 


